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The Macro functionality lets users apply custom actions to objects or triggers. These
actions can be applied repeatedly to the object and in the future, these actions will be
adaptable to changing user-controlled parameters such as the button size and position
on the page. Additionally, it is now possible for objects to be generated by the actions
themselves, creating a powerful system in which objects can be continually generated
based upon action statements. This opens up a number of possibilities for the creation
of objects that would previously have been infeasible. For example, there could be an
action statement that generates a shape. The shape can then be duplicated to a
number of points, the user-controlled positions can be varied and the number of points
can be multiplied until a desired shape is produced. There is also an action statement
that will detect "invisible" objects. Based upon the action statement, objects can be
created behind walls or out of sight of the viewer. The creation of such objects should
enable ONYX to offer an extensive collection of objects for both interior and exterior
projects. The Macro functionality is an integral part of the GUI that should enable users
to create outstanding graphics in the same way that the current set of GUI tools
enable them to create outstanding fabrics. The Macro functionality is available in both
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop. One of the main benefits of the new ONYX
Textile Edition is that it can be used to export directly to a variety of products including
Web, wallcoverings, clothing, metal works, stained glass and even craft mosaics. This
allows ONYX customers to quickly assemble products that are far superior to anything
that they could currently build. Addition of non-screen mode lets ONYX customers
design the look and feel of the page or fabric prior to printing, taking the guesswork
out of the equation and delivering a more professional product. Saving time and
producing high quality products have never been easier.
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